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M O N T A N A KAIMIN
F r i d a y

Kaimin is a Salish word for paper

February 14, 2003 — Issue 62

Faculty Senate amends class policies Ed. dean
Class auditing,
pass-no pass
rules to change
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

Students at the University
of Montana will not be able to
audit after the first 15 days of
a class and they will receive a
grade of “no pass” if they earn
a grade of D or less, as a
result of two resolutions

passed by the Faculty Senate
Thursday afternoon.
The proposal to not allow
students to switch to audit
after 15 days of instruction
was made by deans and associate deans from a number of
departments on campus who
said students were abusing
the audit option by using it to
get out of unsatisfactory
grades. The proposal passed
with only five opposing votes
and two abstentions.
Karen Hill, chairwoman of

the Faculty Senate, said that
the changes will be added into
next year’s academic catalog
but she couldn’t say for sure
how current students will be
affected.
Nancy Hinman, an associate professor of geology, said
professors already have the
option to keep students from
auditing their classes.
“They can always just check
the box that says ‘not recommended,’” she said. “The mechanism to keep students from

doing that is already in place.”
Lori Morin, assistant dean
of the School of Pharmacy, was
in support of the proposal.
“We have students who
audit just to avoid getting ‘C’s’
and that’s just ridiculous,” she
said. “If you look at the numbers, it is clearly a problem on
this campus.”
Stan Jenne, chairman of
the accounting and finance
department, said extending

See VALENTINE, Page 12

See DEAN, Page 12

V-Day celebrations come in many heartshapes
Jared Ritz
and Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin

Everybody has a Valentine’s
Day story to tell, some good and
some bad. Amy Nese’s story hap-

“I know my husband is going
to have a card for me,” she said.
“I’m hoping for chocolates.”
Nese said they don’t have any
plans just yet — “not that our
romance is dead” — and they
will probably sit at home and
watch a certain TV show they
both love.
“To be able to sit with my
husband and relax, with my husband’s arm around me watching

Jared Ritz
Montana Kaimin

‘Jeopardy,’” is what she expects
— and wants — this holiday.
A short 23 years ago, this
wasn’t the case.
Nese’s husband hadn’t been
one to celebrate, or even
acknowledge, the loviest of special days.
“In our marriage,” she said, “it
took five years for my husband to

Mike Cohea/Montana Kaimin

Three-year-old Wafa waits patiently for a customer while selling Hershey’s kisses as part of ASUM's pre-school child-care fund-raiser that is held annually in
the UC. Children from the child-care program, along with a teacher in charge, sold candies to passers-by in the UC with the money going to their general fund.

pens to be one of the good ones.
The 58-year-old University
Bookstore employee has a V-Day
tale more than two decades old.
But when telling it, she is visibly
filled with fond memories of that
day.
She married her husband 37
years ago. Though he occasionally has a burst of romanticism,
Valentine’s Day 2003 doesn’t
look to be one of them.

Roberta Evans
to stay on
as professor

After two years as the
school’s head honcho, the
University of Montana School of
Education’s dean announced
her resignation Feb. 7 to spend
more time with her children.
Roberta Evans said
Thursday her decision wasn’t
easy.
“I love this work, and I
would stay in (the position) forever,” she said, but the rigorous
hours she needs to work as
dean have kept her away from
her children for too long.
“I need a little more flexible
hours,” she said. “I believe that,
in parenting, you must be present to win.”
Evans said that she has two
boys, a fifth-grader and a seventh-grader, and their schedules are starting to fill up with
extracurricular activities like
sports and violin practice. She
said because of this bustle,
some of the evening engagements she has as dean are
starting to get pushed to the
side — a trend she would like
to stop.
“I don’t want to shortchange
the school at all,” Evans said,
and this decision, although
hard, is best for the school and
her.
Evans said the decision was
not made in haste, and she
wants to make sure the education department is not inconvenienced by her choice.
“I’ll serve at least until the
summer,” she said. “I didn’t set
an exact date to help a smooth
transition.”
Evans was an education professor before accepting the dean
position and said she will continue to serve as a professor
once a new dean is found.
Evans announced her resignation at an education planning
meeting last Friday. She said
she will be an active member in
the search for her replacement.
John Lundt, an education
professor who has worked with
Evans at the school for the past
15 years, said he understands
her dilemma — and respects it.
“I think it’s a really

See AUDITING, Page 12

Convincing candy cutie

Roses, candy
and sometimes
apathy

announces
resignation
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O PINION
Campus Voices

Editorial

Less forest funding,
more forest fires
Things don’t look good for forests this summer.
It’s been a dry winter, snowpack levels are around half
their normal amounts and the conditions are already shaping up to become a dry, crispy summer. Perfect for wildfires.
President George W. Bush knows about the drought. He
knows that last summer was one of the worst fire years for
the Western states. He knows that fires don’t fight themselves and that they cost plenty of cash to battle.
So with the prospect of another giant fire year ahead of
us, what does Bush suggest? A run-of-the-mill average of
$604 million to fund firefighting programs in the U.S. Forest
Service. That’s pretty close to the 10-year average for fire
budgets.
Why so low? Because Bush is going to sit in his air-conditioned office this summer and say, “Burn, baby, burn.”
It’s not that Bush is some kind of twisted pyromaniac. He
just sees blazing forests as a benefit to his cause.
When the forests burned last summer, Bush marched out
to a grassy knoll near the fires and said that this wouldn’t
have been a problem if only we had been logging the forests
to prevent them from growing too thick with undergrowth.
In order to prevent such fires in the future, he said, we
should manage our forests better and get in there and start
thinning.
Environmentalists balked at the idea, as usual, but the
idea makes sense and probably would save some forests
from such destruction.
But at least be rational about it. There are two sides to
this fire argument: leave the forests alone and let nature
take its course, or let loggers in and clean up the junk.
Due to fire suppression efforts by the government for the
last 100 or so years, nature has not been able to take its
course, and a very unnatural amount of underbrush has
grown in. Assuming that just returning the forests at this
point to a completely self-running cycle is insane. If we didn’t fight the fires, they would destroy catastrophic amounts
of timber.
However, we are not talking about clear-cutting or even
going overboard on thinning to solve problems either. A careful balance must be found between allowing forests to naturally purge themselves and preventing them from getting
out of hand.
However, Bush doesn’t need to stack the cards against
the forests just to try to make his point again.
The potential for problems is high when funding is low.
Workers on a blaze will become more exhausted and work
harder than they should. Worst case scenario: A crew of college-age fire fighters could be killed, as was the case in
Washington state during summer 2001.
With so many factors piling up in favor of a burning summer, Bush should loosen his ego and recognize the need for
more funding.

— Chris Rodkey
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Presidents protect, don’t censor speech
to maintain freedom of opinion and expression
on the campus. As president, I do not have the
authority to dictate the views and opinions that
students and faculty entertain. Nor can I censor their expressions of those views, so long as
they respect the rights of others to express
their views as well. Nor do I interfere with
I have received recently
open and free discussion of a range of viewseveral letters, telephone
points. I do take action to prevent harassment
calls and other inquiries
from occurring, whatever the viewpoint of the
about events that have
harasser or the person or group harassed.
George Dennison occurred or will occur on
It bears noting that any action against one
the campus of the
person or group requires similar action against
University of Montana.
all others. To that end, I do not suppress viewThe focus of attention has varied from a con- points, but instead work actively to protect the
ference held on campus last summer to the per- rights of all members of the campus community
formance of “The Vagina Monologues.” In every
to freedom of association and freedom of
instance, those who called, wrote or raised
expression, so long as they abide University
questions insisted that I take action to prevent
policies and accord respect to others who differ
the events, or that I should have
from them. In that regard, the
acted to prevent the events. In
As president, I do not have annual Prayer Breakfast sponresponse, I have stated that I
the authority to dictate the sored by student groups on camcannot act as requested and still
views and opinions that pus receives the same protection
respect my responsibility as
as the performances arranged by
students and faculty
president of a public university.
the Women’s Center or the conentertain. Nor can I censor ferences planned and conducted
I will explain that comment
by discussing the most recent
their expressions of those by other groups, although nearly
inquiries about the performance
all of them attract complaints
views, so long as they
on campus of “The Vagina
respect the rights of others and requests for action. A conferMonologues” arranged by the
ence sponsored recently on camto express their
Women’s Center, a recognized
pus by several student and comstudent organization. To assist
views as well.
munity groups focused on globalwith support, the center secured
ization and sparked considerable
the involvement of and donations
controversy, but that does not
from individuals and groups within the
warrant or justify any effort to suppress the
Missoula community. Any funds raised by the
views expressed by the participants.
performance will help to support the effort to
Every public university has the responsibiliend violence against women, the purpose of
ty to assure an open and free environment for
staging the performance, certainly a most laud- discussion. That does not mean the University
able and highly desirable objective.
sanctions any and all views, but rather that it
Many who objected to the performance may
promotes open and free discussion in the internot know that the play, which has been perest of allowing truth to prevail. Academic freeformed during each of the last three years in
dom means freedom from constrained belief,
Missoula, will also be performed this year in
and the freedom to learn from discussion and
Bozeman, Billings, Butte and Kalispell, and
debate of conflicting viewpoints. We have develhas been presented on more than 500 campusoped this tradition in the United States
es and in 500 cities across the United States
because we have learned from the experiences
and in 59 countries around the world.
of other countries that forced agreement has
Its popularity as measured by performances
dire consequences.
certainly does not, in and of itself, render it
As Supreme Court Justice Robert Jackson
exempt from criticism. However, the purpose of
stated some years ago, “Compulsory unification
ending violence against women certainly puts
of opinion achieves only the unanimity of the
the play and its performance in a different pergraveyard.” Whether I agree with the variety of
spective. Whether I or anyone else agrees that
opinions expressed on this campus matters far
it serves that intended purpose, those responsi- less than that I make certain of the right to
ble for presenting it have that end in mind.
express those opinions, and the rights of others
They planned and prepared in ways that
to learn from the discussions that ensue.
assured dialogue and discussion of this important issue in our society.
— George Dennison is the president of the
The University of Montana has an obligation University of Montana.
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O PINION

Letters to the editor

Controversial classes
shouldn’t be cut
It’s unfortunate that students such as Emily Jones
have jumped on the political
bandwagon seeking to de-fund
the environmental studies program simply because it doesn’t
share their agenda (Feb. 11
Kaimin). But why stop with
EVST when there are so many
other departments to scrutinize and eliminate?
For instance, it seems outrageous that the forestry
department teaches students
how to log national forests. My
tax dollars shouldn’t go to a
program that destroys our
environment!
Then there’s the economics
department whose faculty had
the audacity to publish a study
about gambling’s negative economic effects. Don’t they realize that gambling taxes fund
education?
Or perhaps we should take
aim at the School of Business
Administration for teaching
students how to capitalize in a
global economy. Haven’t the
“global economy” and free
trade done more to “undermine” and “demoralize” the

timber and mining industries
in this state than environmentalism? Sharpen the budget
ax!
How dare we fund a military sciences program that
teaches students strategic
ways to kill people! And I can’t
believe there are classes about
homosexuality in literature.
That is an offense to the traditional family! And on and on
and on. I don’t agree with
every criticism I’ve listed, but
they’re real attacks that have
been made. If every individual,
industry or interest group with
a gripe about UM were able to
pull the plug on offending programs there would be no
University.
The marketplace of ideas
line about universities is cliché
but true. If enough students are
interested in a particular subject or idea, they should be free
to study and engage in it.
Thankfully, Montana’s constitutional drafters had the foresight
to buffer higher education from
the whimsical fury of ludicrous
legislators (and their pet lobbyists) and leave the governing to
the University community.
Chris Zeeck
senior,
communication studies

Duringer’s not new
to Coke drama
Bryan O’Connor’s attempt
to turn the controversy around
the Coke contract into a novella/movie (Feb. 13 Kaimin)
offers an interesting perspective that could benefit from
some more thoughtful development. I’d like to offer a few
suggestions to clarify the
theme and plot.
Let’s call the movie “Coke
III: Big Sky Billboard.” Bob
Duringer plays the leading
role in all three episodes —
the only thing that changes is
the location. In Coke I,
released in 1997, he was the
director of business services at
Oregon State University and
negotiated a nine-year exclusive contract. In Coke II,
released in 1999, he was the
vice president of administration and finance at the
University of Maine and negotiated a 10-year exclusive contract. In Coke III, released in
December 2002, he plays the
same role at the University of
Montana and negotiates a
seven-year exclusive contract.
As the corporate leading man,
Duringer gets his star salary
of $122,000 per year.
In the latest episode,
Duringer encourages Monte to
leave Grizzly Stadium and
become Coke’s international
mascot. Unfortunately, while
in Colombia, Monte attempts
to form a mascots’ union and is
promptly murdered by his cor-

porate sponsors.
The movie is now playing at
the Coca-Cola Theater of
Thoughtless Consumption,
previously known as the
University of Montana.
Although the producers
claimed the film was going to
gross $600,000 per year, ticket
sales have turned out to be a
disappointing $303,600 per
year — barely enough to cover
the star’s salary and other
administrative expenses.
Fortunately, people in
Montana like to see good triumph over evil and plans are
underway to revise the ending
of Coke III. Actors and actresses are being recruited now and
significant changes are in the
works for the concessions
stand.
Scott Nicholson
organizer,
Montana Human
Rights Network, Missoula

Coke won’t save
higher education
I am so fed up with UM
administrators’ actions that I
had to write this letter.
According to the Feb. 11
Kaimin, the University is facing a $9 million budget cut.
The administrators think the
$2.8 million that will supposedly be generated by this coke
contract (I won’t capitalize the
word coke, because I don’t
think they deserve it) over the
next few years will lower stu-

dents’ tuition.
The revenue generated by
students, per semester, is close
to 10 times that amount.
Three million dollars is pocket
change when we consider the
damage that coke is doing to
workers in Colombia.
We need to look at the local
situation to fix the
University’s budget crisis.
Let’s start with the salaries of
some of the high-ranking people. Specifically, George
Dennison. Last semester, he
decided he needed a $5,000
pay increase. Now he’s making
around $150,000 a year. I
understand the desire to make
wages that are competitive,
but Montana’s economy is bottom-of-the-barrel. There is no
reason for Dennison to think
he needs $150,000 a year. Or
maybe he doesn’t care as much
about the students as he does
his own well being. I want my
money back, George!
Secondly, let’s look at intersession operations. The
University has a tendency to
use electricity in ALL the
buildings during winter session. Why can’t the administrators minimize the number of
buildings used for classes and
move the students into the
minimum number of dorms?
If administrators want to
decrease tuition, and our
budget crisis, they need to
start talking to the students.
ASUM helps, but it is just a
small portion of the 13,000

Letters continued on Page 4
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O PINION
Continued from Page 3
students attending UM.
Ask the rest of us for suggestions and you might get
some good ideas. After all, the
University’s administrators
aren’t the ones trying to get an
education.
Morgan Nelson
non-traditional freshman,
forestry

Twisted interests
don’t start with Coke

The Vagina Monologues

In all honesty, Coke is but
one minor grievance. Our campus thrives on erroneous
financial backing. The Mac
labs vanish as Microsoft
becomes a standard for our
public computers. How can we
show such blind support for an
operation of neo-imperialistic
monopoly? Our money cannot,
in good faith, fund economic
Darwinism that destroys necessary competition.
Look at “Club Nocturnal.”

Can non-drinkers, in good
faith, let their costly education
include a college-mandated
pub? Should dry religions, like
the Latter Day Saints, be
expected to pay for this
through tuition and activity
fees? It’s a small wonder
they’ve not created an uproar.
Regarding religion, let’s not
forget our neighbors. Can
Pentecostals support charters
which allow groups like
Lambda or the Druids club?
Muslims needn’t support
Campus Crusades, Christ
Scientists needn’t support the
health center, and Jews needn’t support cafeteria pork
chops.
Our diverse plethora of
groups are outraged. But now,
because of the Mormons,
Pentecostals, Muslims, etc, are
getting deductions, the consensus is that an equal part be
deducted for all. Yearly tuition
is dropped by 8 percent, a
deficit remains, and no party
will fill it.
Coke is vetoed, the cola effi-

VDAY
The Vagina Monologues
Featuring 3 new monologues
and all new fabulous women
V-Day is a global movement to stop violence
against women and girls, a catalyst to increase
awareness, raise money, and revitalize the
spirit of existing anti-violence organizations.
For more information, visit www.vday.org

February 14th and 15th
University Theatre, 7 pm
Available at all tic-it-ez locations
Contact the UM Women’s Center
for more information,
243-4153, UC 210

O, my love, my heart doth swell
for thy lips and zinfandel!!!

Hot Deals

Call for Specials, but remember every keg is special to us!!
Worden’s is your Keg Kapitol

• Great Northern Amber
• Great Northern Black Lager
• Whitefish Nut Brown
• Whitefish Pale Ale
• Whitefish Goat Trail
• Bayern Hefeweizen

16 Gallon

$69.00 save $46
$69.00 save $46
$79.00 save $36
$79.00 save $36
$79.00 save $36
$99.00 save $41

8 Gallon
• Great Northern Huckleberry

$29.00 save $30

5 Gallon
• New Belgian Frambozen

$35.00 save $20

“We guarantee a clean, working tapping system for each keg.
We know. We clean and test each tap before it goes out.”

••••••New, Cool & Unusual••••••
The perfect Valentine’s beverage???

Lindeman’s Lambics from Belgium

Framboise (Raspberry) Kriek (Cherry)
Peach (Peach) & Cassis (Black Currant)
“Taste & color of delicate raspberry champagne”
Valentines Special buy  & save  a bottle
“24 beers in a case, 24 hours in a day, coincidence?”

Higgins & Spruce

Downtown, Missoula 549-1293
check us out at :

ATM

Joel W. Bartron
sophomore, English

What about
Wal-Mart and Nike?
I have a feeling the boycott
started Wednesday left many
people feeling confused.

www.worden’s.com
8AM ‘TIL 10PM
FRI. & SAT. ‘TIL 11PM

What exactly are we boycotting? Are we boycotting
Coke because it’s not taking
care of workers in Colombia?
Coke has also been accused of
buying up precious water
rights and of neglecting to
support its African employees
in the struggle against AIDS,
so what’s special about
Colombia?
Are we boycotting because
of the ways corporations abuse
humanity in general? If so,
what happened to worrying
about Wal-Mart and Nike? Are
we boycotting the corporate
sponsorship of schools? If so,
what about the issue of corporations sponsoring politicians?
More generally, what about
the question of whether the
decisions of America are really
made by “the people” or
whether they are made behind
the scenes, by companies who
couldn’t care less about things
like social consciousness?
What about the health
implications of supporting a
company that has succeeded in

making sugar water the No. 1
selling drink in the world?
Boycotting is a powerful
tool of the people, and it’s a
shame to see it used primarily
as a band-aid solution that
makes us feel better about
ourselves as “activists,” but
that makes little difference to
the bigger picture. My intent
is not to belittle or discourage
the Coca-Cola boycott. I simply
wish to express my belief that
to be effective as a university
community, as citizens, and as
rebellious youth, we first need
to educate ourselves about the
entire spectrum of political,
economic and social issues
that are facing our nation and
our world. Unless we are willing to overcome the apathy
that results from our affluence, we have little chance of
uniting to take meaningful
action against a scheme of
global injustice much larger
than even mighty Coca-Cola.
Garrett King
junior, liberal studies

800-273-0667
Ask for Benson or Brian

• Come Sell Pest Control this Summer
• We need Sales Reps and Managers
• Average Rep earns $4,000 per month
• Limited Spots available in:
- N. Carolina - S. Carolina - Washington D.C.
- Florida - Georgia - California - Texas
• Informational meeting Tuesday Feb. 18, 2003 at 6pm in the UC, Rm 331

RAISE YOUR VOICE: A WEEK OF ACTION
Events
Mon. Feb. 17th:
UM Service Day

Tickets $6

Cold Kegs

gies removed, and the company still operates in Colombia,
for a profit, because no better
jobs were actually offered to
the workers during our awareness boycott. We can sleep
soundly not because we’ve
actually helped oppressed
workers but because we firmly
stated that we didn’t like it
when they are oppressed. How
feasible. How political.
I’m on my way to the
Orange Street Bridge now,
about to attach myself to a logging truck in vain hopes that
it will stop a timber sale. But
first I’ll pick up a Diet Pepsi
and attempt to slap myself to
wakie wakie.

Tues. Feb. 18th:
UM Student Panel
Wed. Feb. 19th &
Thurs. Feb. 20th:
Volunteer Fair
Fri. Feb. 21st:
Charter Day
Celebration

The University of Montana
110 Years of Engaged Citizens
First Way Pregnancy
10 - 4pm
Light Construction and painting.

Poverello Center
Serving lunch and dinner,
organizing clothing room

Boys and Girls Club
Sunday, Feb. 16th-Monday, Feb. 17th
8pm-8am
“Lock In”
Supervise an all night event with
Missoula teens, paint murals, and judge
a talent show.

MUD
Collect Lama Manure for annual
fundraiser, or learn how to
make paper

Sponsored by:
American Humanics
Campus Compact-Raise Your Voice
The Office for Civic Engagement

www.kaimin.org
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UM to refund tuition to ROTC students called to duty
Active duty a
“special circumstance”
registrar says
Alyson Tolley
Montana Kaimin

When Kevin Furey, 20, was
called to active duty and had
to drop his classes recently at
the University of Montana, the
deadline to receive a refund
had already passed.
But fortunately for Furey
and other students in his position, UM is refunding tuition

to students who are summoned for active duty.
“This is a very special circumstance,” UM’s Registrar
Phil Bain said. “We have a
normal refund schedule that
all state colleges have to follow.”
Bain said higher education
associations are urging colleges and universities around
the state to issue refunds to
those called to duty.
“We are doing everything we
can to not have these people
penalized,” Bain said. “We feel
like it is the right thing to do.”

Furey, a sophomore in environmental studies and political science, said his tuition
refund will go back to the
Army, which is paying his
tuition. He was going to have
to pay back money for a scholarship he received from Safari
Club International for students interested in conservation work.
“I was going to have to pay
back $300, but money I got
from ROTC for good grades
will cover the cost,” Furey said.
Bain said he has seen
around eight to 10 UM stu-

dents who have been called to
active duty this semester. He
said students are less likely to
have to withdraw from class
as they get farther into the
term.
“Near the end of the semester the faculty are willing to
say, ‘you can just have the
grade you have right now,’”
Bain said.
Other students called later
on in the semester will be able
to work things out with the
registrar’s office, he said.
“(Bain) is really good to
work with,” Furey said. “I was

surprised at how easy it was.
He talked about the different
options I had; I could either
cancel my classes or drop
them. I decided to cancel so I
wouldn’t have to pay back
more money.”
Furey said he is disappointed to leave school but that he
plans to come back and continue his studies at UM.
“I’m pretty bummed,” he
said. “It’s something I signed
up to do but I didn’t think
would happen, or that it would
happen this quickly.”

www.kaimin.org
MISSOULA SWINGERS
Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Ultra Light cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

COUPLES & SINGLE
FEMALES
SINGLE GUYS BY COUPLE
INVITE ONLY

406-327-9995

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

Research Study #8451 Receive up to $200
21 years of age or older
Adult Men & Women who currently smoke at least 1 cigarette a day
Must smoke Carlton, Merit Ultima or Now brand cigarettes
2 outpatient visits within 3 days
Study begins in January and February

(888) 220-7715
700 South Ave. West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

SPECIAL ADVANCE SCREENING!
UNIVERSITY OF
MONTANA
University Center
Theater
7:00pm Tuesday
February 18, 2003

FREE ADMISSION
while passes last*
*Students may pick up
complimentary passes during
normal business hours at The
University Center Box Office.

In Theaters February 21, 2003

This Screening brought
to you by:

Seating is limited and not guaranteed. Please arrive early.

Want to be a VIP this summer? Apply for an internship
at Interscope / Geffen / A&M Records
Or if it’s sports you’re into, apply for an internship with
the St. Louis Cardinals ® or the New York Mets ®.
Go to mastercard.com

Arrive Early! Seating is first come, first served!

MONTHLY MEET
& GREETS
MEMBERS HOUSE
PARTIES
THEME PARTIES

www.missoulaswingers.com

Buy one Video
or DVD and
get a second

NEXT EVENT: HAWAIIAN
NIGHT, MARCH 24TH

SPICEY VIDEO

of equal or lesser value

1/2 Price

SPICEY VIDEO

T h e C l e a n a n d C l a s s y Al t e r n a t i ve f o r
A d u l t Vi d e o s , DV D s , To y s & G i f t s .

A l l re n t a l s $ 4 . 9 9 fo r 2 d a y s
E v e r y 10 t h R e n t a l F R E E
R e n t o n Fr i d a y s a n d g e t t h re e d a y s
We Carry
DVDs
New VHS
Herbal Ecstasy Pills
starting at
starting at
& cigarettes
$6.99
$5.99
at the lowest prices

401 N. Russell • 541-8391

Offer good with coupon only limit
one coupon per visit.

Over 2500
movies
in stock

4 01 N. Russell

Just South of Russell Street
Street Bridge

Check out our F R E E On-Line Adult
yvideo.com
Adult Classifieds • www.spice
www.spiceyvideo.com

Have you been in to see
Krisco Liquor’s HUGE and
UNIQUE selection of liquors?
How about trying something new
for Valentine’s Day this year...
Not boxes of
chocolates, but bottles...

Godiva White &
Dark Chocolate
Liqueurs

Van Gogh
Chocolate
Vodka

......but still keep the flowers to
Deco
greet your Valentine!

Chocolate
Port

“We’ve Got the Recipe”
1200 W Kent Ave
(Next to the Kent St. U.S.
Post Office)
Mon. - Sat. 9am - 8pm
549-7242
Wholesale/Retail Distributor
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Committee offers cash to students with efficiency tips
Natalie Storey
Montana Kaimin

The University of Montana
Incentive Awards Program
Committee will soon reward students who have money-saving
suggestions if their ideas are
implemented. The program, originally implemented in 1993, allows
state employees to make suggestions about how they think state
agencies could be run more efficiently. Students will be offered a
cash award but the amount has
yet to be decided by the committee, said Rob Natelson, chairman

of the committee.
In September, the Board of
Regents extended the opportunity to students, and the program
will soon be implemented at UM.
UM students will be able to
participate along with faculty and
staff in filling out a form and submitting it to the incentive awards
committee, which then reviews
requests and decides which ones
are beneficial for the University.
Once a suggestion is determined to
be viable, it is passed on to UM
President George Dennison and
possibly to the department it

affects, where it will be implemented. If the suggestion is successful,
the student, faculty or staff member who made the request receives
part of the savings.
Dennison said the extension of
the program to students was
warranted.
“Students should have the
same options available to them
as are available to faculty and
staff,” he said.
Others agree.
“Anytime we can involve students in the decision-making
process, we want to do it,” said

Richard Roehm, chairman of the
Board of Regents. “Students have
first-hand views on what’s going
on and oftentimes come up with
really good ideas.”
Natelson also said students
have a unique perspective.
“Students see a lot of things,
sometimes, that staff and faculty
members don’t see,” he said. “I’m
delighted to have it extended to
students.”
At UM suggestions such as
using e-mail for memos and communications between professors,
hiring an electricity efficiency

consultant and putting covers
over the thermostats in the Curry
Health Center have been
approved by the incentive awards
committee. These suggestions are
being considered by Dennison.
“It often comes down to the little things,” Natelson said. “It is
often not the big grandiose things
that make the best suggestions.”
Natelson said he hopes many
students will respond with ideas
about how to make the University
more efficient. He also said few
faculty make suggestions and
wishes they would make more.

Don’t Download
For Free When
You Can Get Paid
up to

$360

a month

VOTED MISSOULA’S BEST
EVERY YEAR SINCE 1995!

Come and see why . . . with

ESPRESSO
BAKED GOODS
SOUP
SANDWICHES
BEER
WINE

Two Locations

Buy
One
Get
One
FREE!
Any Size Coffee Drink

Sperm Donors
Needed!

1221 Helen Ave.
(One Block Off Campus)
549-5556
432 N. Higgins (Downtown)
728-7300

•Anonymous program
•Must be 18-35
& in good health
Call the donor info line

When trying to get your foot in
the door, make sure it looks good!

549-0958
NW Andrology
& Cryobank
Missoula, MT
*Egg donors also needed
*Minority donors encouraged

MONTANA BOOTLEGGER
SOUTHGATE MALL MISSOULA, MT.

( 4 0 6 )

7 2 1 - 3 4 5 1

Don’t Get Busted!

Arrest Avoidance, Mitigation Seminar
with Attorney John Smith
Sponsored by Montana NORML
Tuesday Feb 18th, 7pm
314 N 1st
880-4678

PRESIDENT GEORGE M. DENNISON
WEEKLY OPEN OFFICE HOURS
Spring Semester 2003
Wednesday, Feb 19th
Thursday, Feb 27th
Tuesday, March 18th

11

- 1:00 PM
NOON - 2:00 PM
12:00 PM - 2:00 PM
AM

Appointments Appreciated --- 243-2311
Leave a message for the President at 243-PRES (243-7737)
or e-mail at prestalk @ mso.umt.edu

Suffering from mild to moderate Asthma?
Northwest Physicians Research Network, Inc. is seeking volunteers for a national asthma drug research study of an investigational
inhaled medication. Participants must be ages 12 to 75, healthy, non-smokers, and be able to attend 6 visits in 18 weeks.

Qualified participants will receive:
• Study-related medical exams, lab tests and medications
• Compensation for time and travel
For more information call:

(406) 721-5024 •700 South Ave West, Suite A • Missoula, MT 59801

800-273-0667
Ask for Benson or Brian

• Come Sell Pest Control this Summer
• We need Sales Reps and Managers
• Average Rep earns $4,000 per month
• Limited Spots available in:
- N. Carolina - S. Carolina - Washington D.C.
- Florida - Georgia - California - Texas
• Informational meeting Tuesday Feb. 18, 2003 at 6pm in the UC, Rm 331

www.kaimin.org
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Pseudo-blood eaters bloodletting for blood bank
Katherine Sather
Montana Kaimin

Thursday’s blood drive in
the UC had all the qualities of
a vampire feast, but all of the
un-dead in attendance were on
good behavior.
They opted to donate
instead of dine.
Members of UM’s vampire
role-playing club donated
blood together to promote
service in their organization,
and to celebrate a good cause.
As flush-faced students
were pricked and pumped for
the Red Cross, they handed
out certificates for the best
phlebotomist, fastest bleeder
and most gruesome bruise.
Missoula resident Ryan
Goble, leader of the vampire

impersonators, almost nabbed
the award for fastest bleeder.
During the club’s games, he
thirsts for blood as 250-yearold Jago Fenrir, a vampire
prince.
But as his real self, he’s
donated more than a gallon of
blood in the past few years.
“We give as often as we
can,” he said of this organization.
His 20-member club is a
chapter of the Camarilla, a
national live-action role-playing
organization and fan club of
White Wolf Game Studios, the
company that started the roleplaying trend. They meet each
Tuesday in the UC to transform
into the un-dead, and to plan
community service projects like
Thursday’s blood drive.

They donate blood and volunteer for organizations like
the Boys and Girls Club
because it makes them feel
good, Goble said.
“It also protects us when
things like Rod Ferrell come
up,” he said. He referred to an
incident in the 1990s when a
Florida resident who believed
himself to be a vampire committed murder.
“He was psycho,” Goble
said. “He didn’t know the difference between fantasy and
reality.”
Members of his club are
more realistic, he said. Before
their weekly game in the UC,
the group of friends chat about
everything from restaurants to
movies. At about 7:30, however, you can feel the atmos-

Fly Fishing
Guide School
Openings for Spring Break
March 23-29
WE PROVIDE EXTENSIVE GUIDE TRAINING
DURING A WEEK LONG GUIDE SCHOOL. WEEK
INCLUDES:

• Guiding Techniques for
both Alaska and lower 48
• High Job Placement
Assistance (Average Pay
$2,400/mo.)
• Fly Fishing Training
• Fly Casting
• Jet Boat Training
• Fly Tying
• Room and Board
• CPR Certification

Please Call
1-866-GOGUIDE
(1-866-464-8433)

We Deliver
Hours:
11am-3am 7 days a week
Location: 130 N. Higgins
For Delivery Call:
541-PITA (7482)

soda & bag of chips
with purchase of a Pita
Must have coupon when ordering. Not Good with
any other offers. Limit one coupon per order.

CAMP COUNSELORS
Summer in New England!
H a v e f u n . M a k e a d i f f e r e n c e.

CAMP GREYLOCK & ROMACA
SEEK CARING, ENERGETIC
COUNSELORS AND COACHES.

Archery, Baseball, Basketball, Climbing Wall,
Creative Arts, Drama, Football, Golf,
Gymnastics, Hiking, Inline-Hockey, Lacrosse,
Mountain Biking, Sailing, Soccer, Softball,
Swimming, Tennis, Volleyball, Waterskiing, plus
nursing

and

administrative

positions.

Beautiful waterfront campus
Outstanding group of people
Very rewarding summer
Camp Greylock for Boys
800-842-5214
www.campgreylock.com
Camp Romaca for Girls
888-2-romaca
www.campromaca.com

What are you doing this summer?

phere change.
It’s crawling with leering,
fang-bearing characters.
UM freshman John MaGee,
who sports a black leather
jacket and a red streak in his
hair, becomes the vampire
Marcus, who possesses psychic
abilities.
MaGee is one of the group’s
newest players. As an art
major, he finds role-playing to
be a satisfying form of selfexpression.
“I like stories, and I like to
see how things unfold,” he
said.
He begins to interact with
the other players, who have
adopted British accents, black
costumes, and sinister objectives.
Players use a Camarilla
rule book to guide them in
achieving higher ranking in
the vampire world, or murdering characters they don’t want
around anymore. In the course
of the night, a band of vampires will hunt a character
named Nathaniel because he

started a fight on sacred
ground.
No actual violence or
unwanted physical contact
takes place at the event, however.
Oftentimes, the players use
the game rock, paper, scissors
instead.
Though the club has existed in some form in Missoula
for about a decade, it didn’t
get recognition from ASUM
until 2000, when it was reestablished by a UM grad student.
He doesn’t come to the
games anymore, said former
UM student Adrienne Berry.
“Buffy the Vampire Slayer
is on at the same time,” she
said.
But the club still attracts
new players who are intrigued
with the underworld.
“People ask if we think it’s
real,” she said. “I don’t think
it’s any more real than
Looney Tunes or a novel, but
it’s more fun than both of
those.”

U.S.: No sanctions for
North Korea in sight

FREE

Co-ed staffs, competitive salaries,
room & board. Internships are available. Located in the Berkshire
Mountains of Massachusetts, 2.5
hours from Boston & NYC.

Nick Wolcott/Montana Kaimin

Axel Lybecker (right) sucks the blood out of Missoula resident April Horinek,
a member of the vampire role-playing club, Thursday during the Red Cross’
blood drive in the UC. The role-playing club presented Lybecker with a plaque
declaring him the best phlebotomist, a person who draws blood.

Midnight Dreams
Valentine Treats

Open 10am-9pm
Tues-Sat
Sun 11-6
Monday 10-6
2700 Paxson Plaza
542-6227
(Behind Southgate Mall)

www.midnightdreamslingerie.com
Sexy
Adult
Kama
Adult

Lingerie
Novelties
Sutra
Love Bonds
Games
Sexy Shoes
Massage Oils
Lubes
etc. etc.

UNITED NATIONS (AP) —
The United States said
Thursday it would not press
for punishing U.N. sanctions
against North Korea now, but
Pyongyang said it didn’t trust
Washington and demanded
that the Security Council
blame the U.S. government for
the nuclear crisis.
North Korea has accused
President Bush’s “hostile policy” for the standoff and
warned that sanctions would
be tantamount to “a declaration of war.”
On Thursday, North Korea’s
U.N. ambassador Pak Gil Yon
attacked the United States for
pushing the nuclear dispute
into the Security Council, reiterating it can only be solved
through negotiations between
Washington and Pyongyang —
not in a setting that involved
other nations.
Earlier, U.S. Deputy
Ambassador Richard
Williamson said the United
States wants to resolve the
dispute “in a systematic manner, and diplomatically.”
Asked whether sanctions
were a possibility in the near

future, Williamson replied,
“It’s not an issue right now.”
In Washington, U.S.
Secretary of State Colin
Powell told Congress that
North Korea had turned
down a proposal to involve
China and other countries in
talks with the United States
over its weapons programs.
He said Asian neighbors have
a stake in putting the
“nuclear genie back in the
bottle” and corking it and
North Korea was not just a
U.S. problem.
But Pak was adamant in
ruling out any talks involving
other countries.
“We are strongly opposed to
such kind of multilateral
talks, since this is just
designed to avoid any responsibility of the U.S. from its
international commitments,”
he said. “We will never attend
such kind of multilateral
talks.”
The standoff began in
October when U.S. officials
said North Korea admitted it
had a clandestine nuclear program. Pak insisted this was a
U.S. “rumor.”
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Poetic Prophet
Professes
Peace

Below: San
Francisco MC
Radioactive pumps
up the crowd with
his intellectual
freestyle lyrics
Tuesday night at
the Wilma.

Garrett Cheen/
for the Kaimin

Garrett Cheen/for the Kaimin

Michael Franti of Spearhead enlightens the crowd with his lyrics as Radioactive beat boxes
Tuesday night at the Wilma Theatre. Spearhead meshes a San Francisco reggae-rock sound
with a hip-hop twist. Franti’s lyrics endorse peace and anti-war messages.

Eye Spy Video Game Correspondent

Valentine’s Day: Time for racy video games
Column by

Pete Nowakowski
It’s Valentine’s Day ... great.
All kinds of things are going on
around campus “The Vagina
Monologues” takes place this
weekend, couples are pretending
to be romantic because they have
to and there is a sorta feeling of
love in the air. Don’t be fooled,
it’s not real lovin’; it’s nothing
more than a capitalistic device
designed to make people look like
they care for a day. Buying
candy and flowers and edible
underwear does not make one
romantic. (OK, maybe the edible
underwear is a little romantic.)
The only reason guys even
take part in this ridiculous suckass holiday is because they want
to get laid. And women are
worse. They get sucked into this
exercise in lameness every
freakin’ year. Ladies, do you
think your significant other
would buy you roses and edible
underwear just because he loves
you? I don’t think so. This is the
one day where every guy can
count on getting laid and all a
guy has to do is buy some cheapass, red, heart-shaped thing.
Hell, it doesn’t matter what it is
either. It could be a red, heartshaped donkey hemorrhoid as

long as it says “I luv u.”
I pity seemingly smart, successful, confident women who
turn into 10-year old versions of
themselves just because it’s
Valentine’s Day. Really, just grow
some balls, ladies, and quit being
so damn shallow. Don’t cater to
the lowest common denominator
(which, unfortunately, is men)
because you are supposed to.
The cast of the current showing of “The Vagina Monologues”
is on the right track. There is
nothing wrong with women
empowering themselves. What’s
sad is that I even wrote the previous sentence. That’s something
that should not have to be said.
— Ascend soapbox — And
before anyone starts to think I
am attempting compassion and
understanding about women as a
ploy for getting laid, fuck off. I
know firsthand how violence
against women can destroy lives
and families. My sister was sexually abused during a span of 10
years by my former stepfather.
And anyone who thinks that as a
man, advocating strength and
empowerment in women is weak,
or lame, or gross, or out of line
should take a 3 a.m. phone call
from my sister and console her
when she is hanging by an emotional thread. — Descend soapbox —
It’s ironic that there is this
stupid holiday that is supposed
to be about love, but isn’t, not
only that it’s just plain lame, but
because women act like blathering middle schoolers because a
male-dominated society says this
is the day to do so. With love,

true love, there is equality and I
see no equality in the way
Valentine’s Day is practiced in
American society today. It’s
women trying desperately to gain
more attention from their man.
There just isn’t a better weekend
for “The Vagina Monologues.”
One of the most romantic
things I can think of is to play
video games, stroking my controller, staring intently at the
screen ... wait, that was before I
met the coolest girl, who actually likes to play video games, too.
But she is an anomaly. Most
girls don’t think video games
are romantic. Hell, maybe my
girlfriend doesn’t either. To her
maybe they are just cool, but at
least she plays, which surprises
me. Because, as a female friend
of mine explained, video games
are the most base, asinine forms
of entertainment for guys. They
are evil, digital excretions from
the bowels of Beelzebub himself.
She didn’t actually say that,
but I could see in her eyes that
she felt it. And it’s no wonder
most females feel this way. Most
games are not only NOT catered
to women — they are electric displays for polygonal boobs and
female sexual objectification. In
one of the most male-dominant
industries in a society dominated
by testosterone, it’s no wonder
that video games like “BMX
XXX,” and “DOA: Xtreme
Volleyball,” are so popular.
“BMX XXX” is the worst of
the two, because it totally blows
as a game, and because it’s only
selling point is boobies. You get a
flash here and there of some

naked chicks with massive jugs
riding BMX bikes — that’s it.
It’s not like there is humping or
anything going on, at least it
would warrant the XXX in the
title, nope, just fake boobs.
Seriously, NOBODY plays this
game because they like BMX,
that is straight-up bullshit. If you
want to play a BMX game, go get
Dave Mirra. This game is the
epitome of lame-ass and, as a
person on a crusade proclaiming
the virtues of gaming as an art
form, this really puts a damper
on things.
Then we have “DOA: Xtreme
Volleyball,” which is really hard
to bash because despite the jiggling jugs bursting from the bikinis of the gleefully hopping beach
bunnies in this game, it really
isn’t a bad title. Gameplay is
tight and actually fun, but you
can’t overlook the fact that there
are tons of pasty white dudes
drooling at their screens in
secret, while telling the world
that they play the game for the
technical aspects, polygon counts,
anti-aliasing, accurate body
physics and other geek speak.
BAH! It’s about the tit, period.
Back in 1996 when the trend
of big watermelon boobs on
chicks in games, took off with the
original “Tomb Raider,” I knew
that good things would not come
of this growing practice.
Mind you, stereotypes in
videgames are absolutely horrible, and are one of the most disappointing aspects of a medium
with such potential and have
always been there, especially in
fighting games where EVERY

female character is a cookie cutter of a barbie doll, albeit a
badass barbie doll, with bazoongas twice as big as that great
American female stereotype.
But before ”Tomb Raider,” (an
action/adventure game), there
wasn’t such an emphasis on this
sophomoric practice, even in
fighters, though it is understandable being that boys masquerading as grown men make up the
entire gaming industry, consumers and producers, (present
company included).
Sadly, “Tomb Raider” was an
excellent game but things got a
bit scary when dudes started pining over Lara Croft, who ISN”T
REAL, saying they would totally
“do her.” How anyone can “do” a
polygonal set of walking breasts
is beyond me, but I shudder to
think how certain parts of the
male anatomy were poked at
countless computer screens,
while in a waking wet dream of
Croft.
I avoided “BMX XXX” as long
as possible, but having just
recently played it (only for the
technical aspects) I had to get
this off my chest.
So keep propagating this
behavior, people, and we will
never get rid of the endless
stream of jerk-off games whose
sole purpose is to offer naked
chicks as objects, all the while
the negative sexual stereotypes surrounding women and
the attitudes toward video
games as an invention of
Satan will never transcend the
current level of lameassedness.
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EYE SPY
Calendar
Friday
•That Friday Night
Thing:
The University Center’s
weekly experiment in fun
kicks off at 10 p.m.
Admission is $3 with a Griz
Card and $5 without.
• “My Big Fat Greek
Wedding”:
The movie will play at
the UC Theater at 7 p.m.
with the critically
acclaimed Adam Sandler
drama “Punch-Drunk Love”
to follow at 9 p.m.
• “The Miracle
Worker”:
The play, which is on a
national tour run by the
University of Montana’s
own Montana Repertory
Theatre, will play to the
home crowd at 7:30 p.m.
Call 243-6809 for tickets.
• “The Vagina
Monologues”:
The play will create a
dialogue with the audience
about women and their
vaginas. Proceeds from the
play go to 1st Step, a program that counsels women
who are victims of sexual
abuse. The show is in the
University Theatre, will
kick off at 7 p.m. and costs
$6.

Saturday
• YWCA Peace and
Pampering Day for
Women:
One day a year women
are invited for massages,
manicures, and portraits all
free of charge. Ladies, take
advantage from 11 a.m. to 3
p.m. at the YWCA.
• Movies: see Friday.
• “The Miracle
Worker”: see Friday.
• “Stuart Little”:
Let children from
Missoula melt your heart
with this play based on the
classic story by E.B. White.
The show will run at 4 p.m.
and 7 p.m. Cost is $8.
• Lambda V-Day
dance:
Everyone is welcome in
this day after St.
Valentine’s Day dance.
Proceeds will be used for
Lambda’s PRIDE week in
early April. The Elks Lodge
will be bumping at 9 p.m.
Admission is $5.
• “The Vagina
Monologues”: see Friday.

First love yourself. Only
then can you truly love the
Eye Spy pages.
Make contact with us:
arts@kaimin.org
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No Method to Wu-T ang ’s Missoula madness
No Ol’ Dirty
Bastard, either
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

From the slums of Shaolin
(New York City) came the
Wu-Tang Clan, a group originally composed of nine stellar hip-hop emcees and producers. Their 1993 debut
album, “Enter the Wu Tang:
36 Chambers,” revolutionized the sound of hip-hop by
its use of stripped-down production, martial arts sound
samples and the lyrical fury
of its members. Missoulians
are in luck as four members
of the Clan will stop by the
Blue Heron next Thursday.
While the show won’t feature all the members of the
Clan, Cappadonna,
Inspectah Deck, Killah
Priest and a recent addition
to the Clan named Remedy
will be sure to rock the
Garden City.
Jimi “Nasty” Nasset, a
member of the local hip-hop
booking crew Hungis
Productions, said members
of the Clan got into contact
with him and expressed
interest in playing a show in

Missoula. Nasset said the
tour the members are
embarking on is more of a
grassroots tour, spanning
only 30 cities across the
United States.
“It should be pretty huge,
they just wanna go out and
do shows,” Nasset said. “I
apologize to those who can’t
get in. It’ll be a lot bigger
than anyone expects it to
be.”
Nasset said security for
the show will be as big or
bigger than it was for the
Atmosphere hip-hop show in
September. Nasset said he
thinks the crowd will be
rowdy, but it should be a
good time for all in attendance.
John Donkersloot, a junior in criminology, first
heard Wu-Tang during his
junior year in high school.
“(They) talked about dark
and evil stuff and I liked it,”
he said. “I’m not a fanatic. I
listen to them every now and
then.”
Donkersloot said his
favorite member of Wu-Tang
is Method Man. He also said
he’s going to check out the
show with a bunch of his
friends who are big Wu-Tang
fans.

UM students revive
New Crystal Theatre
Erin Strickland
Montana Kaimin

The Crystal Theatre is up
and running again with the help
of some friends at the University
of Montana’s Wilderness and
Civilization Program.
The students help with advertising, take tickets, make popcorn and sell organic sodas and
cookies from local bakeries. It’s
a project meant to bring the local
community together, not only for
the Crystal’s sake, but for the
sake of continuing to address
important global and local issues
with the films that are shown.
“It’s a way to extend the
learning they’ve done to the
greater community,” said Nicky
Phear, a wilderness and civilization program instructor.
The Wilderness and
Civilization Program is a yearlong program that integrates
classroom learning and field
study to educate students in
wilderness policy, ecology, economics and Native American
studies. They go on trips all over
western Montana, immersing
themselves in the surroundings
they study.
They also work for a local
non-profit organization.
“We try to engage them with
the community,” Phear said.
Each spring semester the students do a service project that is
“consistent with the ideas and philosophy of the program,” she said.
This year, that means volun-

teering at the theater so the
New Crystal, a non-profit organization that has run it in the
past, can continue to bring more
alternative, educational and documentary films to Missoula.
In July, New Crystal decided
not to rent the theater seven
days a week as it had been
doing. For awhile they showed
films at the Roxy, then worked
out a deal with Shirley Juhl, the
owner of the Bridge/Crystal
building, to rent it four nights
per month.
Peter Nelson, one of 15 wilderness and civilization students, is
the theater’s director. He recruited the other students in the program, “seeing it as a great way to
interact with the Missoula community,” Phear said.
“It was sad for a lot of them
that the Crystal would be gone,”
she said. “So they’re reviving
the alternative theater in town.
It’s really about importance of
community and place.”
Phear added that the relationship with the students and
the theater isn’t going to last forever, but for now it gives the
New Crystal more time to find
funding.
“By no means is it gone, or
dead,” said Juhl, who has owned
the building for 31 years. “It’s
more diverse,” she said. She
now rents it out to various
groups for things other than
films.
“There are things happening
all the time.”

“I never got into Wu-Tang
as much as everyone else,”
said Brian Brock, a senior in
history. “(But) I’d like to see
what they’re like nowadays.
It’ll be a new thing for me.”
Brock said that if the
members of Wu-Tang come
here and go through the
motions of a regular “hiphop” act, many people won’t
be into it. He also said his
favorite member of Wu-Tang
is Ol’ Dirty Bastard.
A number of Wu-Tang
fans who are underage will
be disappointed to find out
that the show is 21 and over.
Mike Huberman, a freshman in general studies,
wants to go to the show but
isn’t old enough. Huberman
also said that many of his
friends would like to go but
they aren’t old enough,
either.
“They have a lot of members and lots of verses,”
Huberman said about why
he likes Wu-Tang. “They’re
pretty unique. (There) aren’t
a lot of groups like Wu
Tang.”
One would think it would
cost thousands of dollars to
get members of the Wu-Tang
Clan to play a show in
Missoula.

“(It was) not as much as I
thought it would be,” said
Nasset. “Those guys are out
to do shows more than to
make money.”
Nasset said he thinks the
show will sell out and that
200 of the 400 tickets have
sold already. He also said
this show will be the biggest
name in hip-hop that Hungis
has brought to Missoula.
Nasset also said that people trying to make fake tickets to get into the show are
out of luck.
“We have tricks up our
sleeve to prevent that,” he
said.
Opening up for the members of the Wu-Tang Clan is
an all female hip-hop group
called Siren’s Echo. Siren’s
Echo is affiliated with
Oldominion, a hip-hop group
from the Northwest. Siren’s
Echo is composed of Syndel
(the girlfriend of Oldominion
member Sleep) and Tony
Hill.
The show is scheduled to
start at 9 p.m. at the Blue
Heron on Thursday, Feb. 20.
Tickets are $15 pre-sale
at Rockin’ Rudy’s or $17 at
the door.
The show is 21+ so bring
your I.D.

Half of folk duo
to hit Garden City
Ira Sather-Olson
Montana Kaimin

Folk music has influenced
many people with its rootsy
and down-to-earth tones. Bob
Dylan and Joan Baez are two
names synonymous with folk
music.
Tracy Grammer is a folk
artist who will perform Friday,
Feb. 21 at the Crystal Theatre.
Grammer used to be half of a
folk duo with songwriter Dave
Carter, said Jess Byers, concert
coordinator for the Missoula
Folklore Society.
Byers said Grammer and
Carter were a performing duo
starting in 1996, and that their
music was No. 1 on the “mostplayed” lists of folk radio DJ’s.
Byers said Carter died of a
heart attack last year.
Grammer and Carter weren’t
just musicians, Byers said, they
were also in a relationship
together. Grammer is now
starting to tour again as a solo
artist, Byers said.
“It’s contemporary folk
music; it feels like something
new and different.” Byers said.
“Her singing has a transcendent quality to it. All the songs
she performs were written by
him (Carter).”
The duo of Grammer and
Carter released three albums,
Byers said.
Their first album, “When I
Go,” was released in 1998, as
well as “Tanglewood Tree” in

2000 and “Drum Hat Buddha”
in 2001.
“Drum Hat Buddha” and
“Tanglewood Tree” both
received heavy play on folk
radio charts, she said.
“(The music is) spiritual but
not overt. It makes me feel
something,” said Byers. “(I’ve)
been a fan for a few years. I’m
excited she’s still performing.”
Byers expects the show to
sell out and urged people to buy
their tickets early. She said if
the show sells out and more
people are interested in seeing
Grammer, there may be another show on Sunday, Feb. 23.
According to the Missoula
Folklore Society’s mailing list,
Grammer will play the mandolin, guitar and banjo with
accompaniment from Donny
Wright on upright bass and
guitar.
Byers said Grammer will
play live on the show “Morning
Freeform” on KUFM at 10 a.m
on Friday, Feb. 21. Byers also
said she is planning to interview Grammer on her own
radio show on Thursday, Feb.
20 at 9:30 p.m. on KUFM.
Tracy Grammer and Donny
Wright will play at the Crystal
Theatre on Friday, Feb. 21 at 8
p.m.
Tickets are $12 in advance
and $14 at the door. They can
be purchased at Rockin’ Rudy’s
or Crystal Video. Missoula
Folklore Society members get
$2 off.
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Lady Griz hang tough in OT loss to Weber State
Will Cleveland
Montana Kaimin

The Lady Griz didn’t have enough
left in overtime to knock off Weber
State Thursday night.
Powered only by the points of
Lady Griz guard Brooklynn
Lorenzen in overtime, the Lady Griz
faltered to a 74-65 loss to the
Wildcats.
The Lady Griz, 5-3 in the Big Sky
and 14-7 overall, came back from an
11-point halftime deficit to take a
two-point lead in the final minute of
regulation after a 17-footer from
Lorenzen.
But sophomore sensation Julie
Gjertsen drove to the basket and
made a lay-up over Lady Griz sophomore center Hollie Tyler to tie the
game at 58 and send it into overtime.
In overtime, the Wildcats took
over as Gjertsen opened up the extra
session by hitting another three-

pointer, which was then answered by for us and we can’t get it done.”
Tyler dominated in the second
Lorenzen seconds later.
half as Weber State left her singleAfter Lorenzen’s tying three,
teamed most of the game until late
Weber State continued to shoot the
in the game as they collapsed on her
three well as redshirt freshman
Sheila Robertson added another long every time she had the ball.
She finished with her tenth doudistance trey to give her 18 points
ble-double of the season with
for the game.
19 points and 15 rebounds.
The Lady Griz never led
In the pre-game press conafter that point. The
ference, Selvig said that senWildcats continued to hit
ior guard Jill Henkel had
their free throws and eventutweaked her knee and was
ally pushed the lead to 11
unlikely to see any playing
before Lorenzen added
time, but she started regardanother deuce.
less and chipped in with an
Lorenzen was the only
eight-point effort.
member of the team to score
Other than the Lady Griz’s
in the extra period, finishing
Lorenzen
top three scorers, no one prothe game with a season-high
23 points and eight assists, following vided any substantial contributions
off the bench. Freshman guard
up her career-high 27-point effort
Katie Edwards was held scoreless
against Weber last year.
and sophomore center Crystal Baird
“Brooklynn was unbelievable as
only scored two points on 1-of-10
she has been against Weber,” said
shooting, following her career-high
Lady Griz head coach Robin Selvig.
20-point effort against Eastern
“The poor girl, it breaks her heart.
She keeps throwing up career nights Washington last Saturday.

Regardless of the final outcome,
Selvig was pleased by the resilience
shown by his young team late in the
game.
“I was really proud of the effort,”
Selvig said. “We came back and kind
of had control of it and had a
chance.”
Just like the Jan. 18 game in
Missoula, the Lady Griz were hurt
by the stellar play of Gjertsen, who
finished with 25, while Weber senior
center Crystal Howe finished with
14 points.
Before the game, Carla Taylor,
head coach for the Wildcats, recognized the dangerous nature of the
young and hungry Lady Griz team,
but in the end, the experience of the
Wildcats proved to be too much.
“We just didn’t have enough to get
it done, I guess,” Selvig said.
Saturday, the Lady Griz travel to
Pocatello, Idaho to take on the
Bengals of Idaho State, the same
team the Lady Griz crushed 79-47
on Jan. 16.

Condition a concern for Grizzly spring tennis teams
Brittany Hageman
Kaimin Sports Editor

The University of Montana’s head
tennis coach, Kris Nord, and his
squad of 15 will dust off their tennis
elbows this weekend as both the men
and women’s teams spin into action.
The 2003 spring tennis season
begins this weekend with the men in
the Montana State Invitational in
Bozeman Feb. 14 to 16 and the
women at the Eastern Washington
Invite Feb. 14 to 15 in Cheney, Wash.
The men will begin play against
Montana State-Billings at 10 a.m.
Then they’ll take on Lewis-Clark
State at 5:30 p.m. They’ll face MSU
on Saturday at 2 p.m. and wrap up
play with Idaho at 9 a.m. Sunday.
Two states over, the women will
take on EWU at 8 a.m. They’ll play
Gonzaga at 12:30 p.m. on Friday.

The ladies will close out their competition with Portland State on
Saturday at 8 a.m.
This weekend will give both teams
the chance to play a lot of tennis,
something the team hasn’t been able
to do.
The team has only been practicing
together Friday nights, with the men
practicing separately on Saturdays
and the women on Sundays. Because
UM doesn’t have indoor tennis
courts, the team is forced to vie for
court time at the Missoula Athletic
club.
“No doubt about it, we’re going to
be behind the rest of the competition
because we just haven’t had the
practice time,” Nord said. “Our goal
for this weekend is to get in a lot of
tennis and get the feel of competition.”
Because the teams haven’t had the
best venue for
practicing,
Nord fears his
team is still out
of shape.
“We’ve been
doing what we
can, but I don’t
think anyone is
at top form,” he

said. “We’re just going to have to
treat February like an experiment
and get through it.”
This weekend, Nord said the
men’s team singles and doubles ladders “will shuffle,” but the ladder for
the men is as follows: No. 1: Jan
Harm Steenekamp, No. 2: Stanislav
Nevolovich, No. 3: Ryan O’Neill, No.
4: Grant Gelina, No. 5: Varun Giri
and No. 6: Gus Treyz.
Steenekamp and Nevolovich will
team up in the No. 1 doubles spot,
Brian Devlin and O’Neill will fill the
second slot and Giri and Treyz will
be the third pair.
Nord said Steenekamp and
Nevolovich are showing the most
promise for the men at the moment.
“Steenekamp has had a great fall
and established himself as one of the
best players in our region,” Nord
said.
Steenekamp is just as strong in
the doubles as the singles, Nord said,
which is a double bonus.
Nevolovich is at the top of his
game since transferring to UM, Nord
said, so fans can expect a dynamite
pairing between him and
Steenekamp in doubles action.
The women’s ladder for the EWU
tournament will be as follows: No. 1:

WE

Michaela Zima, No. 2: Lindsey
Torgerson, No. 3: Ashild Fjeldheim,
No. 4: Annabelle Janairo, No. 5: Kate
Kohlschreiber and No. 6: Erin
Cooney.
The women return their top five
letter winners from last year, which
will provide consistency and maturity on the women’s squad.
“Our top five are almost interchangeable,” Nord said. “I’m excited
about the way we’ve been playing.”
After this weekend, both sqads
will head back to Cheney for another
invitational on Feb. 21.

Are you a balla?
Shot calla?
E-mail us at
kaiminsports@hotmail.com and tell
us what you think
of our sports
coverage.

GOT THE FUNK!

Buy • Sell • Trade
Funky New and Used Clothing for Men & Women
Open Mon-Sat 11-6

C OME IN ON
S ATURDAY AND
GET YOUR FIRST
PINT FOR

$1.50
We sell Party Pigs.
Personal, portable kegs.

Bring in your

Griz Card
and receive

$1.00 OFF
Any Purchase

Great for tailgate parties.

531 S. Higgins - 541- 4622
208 E. Main - 542-3188

Mon.-Thurs 3-9 • Fri-Sat 12-9
602 Myrtle • 728-1660

www.justinshobnobcafe.com

kaiminsports@hotmail.com
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Grizzly men lose close call to Weber State
Injured cheerleader
Rick Wiesemann
honored at halftime
Myers Reece
Montana Kaimin

For the first time this season,
the Grizzlies’ gray locker room
door remained closed to all people, including media members,
following Montana’s devastating
loss to top-ranked Weber State
Thursday night. Members from
the press waited for 30 minutes
until it became clear that it was
time to pack up and leave.
Head coach Pat Kennedy, who
always does a post-game radio
interview, sent assistant coach
Wayne Tinkle to talk in his place.
Kennedy and the players
remained in the locker room,
with no people entering or leaving.
Although the Kaimin was
unable to speak with Kennedy,
the closed doors said more about
the game than any post-game

interview could.
The Grizzlies led the undefeated Wildcats for the majority
of the game. Weber State did not
get its first lead until four minutes into the second half, but did
not gain a lead of more than one
point until Slobodan Ocokoljic’s
basket at the 7:05 mark, making
the score 52-50. Ocokoljic finished with 30 points and 12
rebounds — both game highs.
“What can I say about him
(Ocokoljic)?” said Weber State
junior center/forward Patrick
Danley. “He’s had a big impact
ever since he got here. He’s just a
great player.”
Weber State’s standout guard,
Jermaine Boyette, scored 16
points, but was overshadowed by
the amazing play of Ocokoljic.
Ocokoljic finished the game
shooting 10 of 13 from the field
and went 9-for-11 from the free
throw line. Montana had two different leads of eight points in
both the first and second halves.

Bret Ferris/Montana Kaimin

Victor Venters goes up for a shot early in the first half of Thursday night’s
game against Weber State. The Griz battled back from a second-half deficit late
in the game but came up short, losing 75-72 to the Wildcats.

5
Lisa Hornstein/Montana Kaimin

After walking onto the floor of Dahlberg Arena for the first time since dislocating his neck in November, Rick Wiesemann gets a hug from a fellow cheerleader Thursday night. After a fall during cheerleading practice last football
season, Wiesemann temporarily lost the use of his arms and legs. Following
months of rehabilitation and encouragement, Wiesemann has plans to return
to UM next fall.

The Grizzlies led 46-38 with
just under 12 minutes left in the
game, but then Weber State
went on a big run to gain control
of the game. The Wildcats used a
25-5 run to put the score at 63-51
with four minutes remaining in
the game.
“Our defense was the key (to
the run),” Danley said. “We kept
stressing defense, defense,
defense the whole game.”
At halftime, injured UM
cheerleader Rick Wiesemann was
honored for his inspirational
fight to recover after being paralyzed in cheerleading practice
earlier this season. The crowd
gave him a raucous standing
ovation as Montana’s mascot,
Monte, presented him with a
pair of shoes as a symbol of his
hard-earned walking ability.
After the ceremony was over,
Wiesemann expressed his gratitude for those who helped him
along the way.
“All the support was awesome,” he said. “Everyone was
really supportive.”
He then thanked his family
and the cheerleading team for
being there for him throughout
the struggle.
“The whole community was
great, too,” he said.
The Grizzlies could have used
some of Wiesemann’s inspiration
in the second half as they
watched a vital conference game
slip away from them.
After Weber State established
a comfortable lead, Montana
made the end of the game exciting with the clutch shooting of
senior David Bell. Bell made
three highly-contested treys in

the final minute to keep
Montana within reach.
Weber State made enough of
its free throws to hold onto the
lead, warding off Montana 74-72
with only 9.6 seconds remaining.
Weber State played keep-away in
the final seconds and Montana
was not able to foul to stop the
clock until only 4.5 seconds
remained.
Then, Ocokoljic made one free
throw to increase Weber State’s
lead to 75-72. After Montana
grabbed the rebound on
Ocokoljic’s miss, Bell missed a
desperation three-pointer that
would not have counted anyway
because time had expired.
Bell finished with 22 points on
8-for-12 shooting, including six of
10 from three-point range. Bell,
the Big Sky’s second-leading
scorer, outscored the conference’s
top scorer, Boyette, but also committed an uncharacteristic nine
turnovers.
“David Bell is a great player,”
Danley said. “They have other
great players, but he was definitely our main focus. He almost
brought them back by himself at
the end.”
Both Montana and Weber
State had little scoring balance,
which was especially unusual for
the Wildcats. Steve Horne, Kevin
Criswell and Bell scored 55 of
Montana’s 72 points. Ocokoljic,
Boyette and Nick Sparrow combined for 59 of Weber State’s 75
points.
The crucial loss leaves
Montana with a 10-15 record,
but more significantly, 4-6 in the
conference. The win pushes
Weber State to 9-0.

MSU meet is track’s last chance to qualify
Marina Mackrow
Montana Kaimin

This is the University of Montana’s last
chance. Its last chance to get ready for the
Big Sky Conference Championship and its
last chance to get more championship qualifiers. This last chance is a double dual at
Montana State University.
Unlike last weekend’s, this dual is
scored. The men already beat MSU and the
women came within five points of beating
the Bobcats, but that was on a neutral
track. Now, the Cats will have homefield
advantage.
“We’ll have to have a good day,” head
coach Tom Raunig said. “I expect it to be
close.”

By
the
Numbers

Raunig said MSU is like UM — a balanced team.
The Grizzlies will take on Big Sky rival
Weber State University, which is the
defending Big Sky Champion and favored to
win again. Raunig said WSU could sweep
the duals. Also at the MSU dual is Utah
State. Raunig said this team is strong in
sprints and throws, and although it will be
a challenge, Utah State will not be as tough
as Weber.
Right now, the Grizzlies are “soft in the
sprints” since Tuff Harris and Drew
Babcock are both out with injuries, Raunig
said.
Despite running in last weekend’s pentathlon in Idaho, Suzanne Krings is entering another five events.

“Her success,” Raunig said, “is key to the
women defeating MSU.”
Andrew Levin, who placed second in the
pentathlon, is competing in four events at
MSU.
Raunig said Levin is nursing some sores,
but hopes to be 100 percent this weekend.
Raunig said the team wants to add more
conference qualifiers, but at the same time
not overrun people in order to avoid
injuries. Already the men have qualified
nine athletes in nine events while the
women have qualified eight in seven events.
“We’ve been doing well this season,”
Raunig said. “The team broke up last weekend so it will be exciting to put the entire
team back together. We’ll see if we have a
strong showing.”

Age when Lady Griz
guard Jill Henkel
started shooting
basketballs. But her
love for the sport
goes back even
farther. “I’ve been
playing basketball
since I’ve been in
the womb,” she said.

2,238
Approximate
number of students
who sweated their
asses off
Wednesday at the
Student Rec Center.

20
Number of sneakers
Grizzly forward Jody
McLeod owns.

38
Years old new Griz
football coach
Bobby Hauck is,
making him one of
the youngest
coaches to ever
lead the team.
(Hopefully to
another national
championship.)

7/8
Days until the
women’s/men’s
basketball teams
have another
chance to take
on the evil forces
of the Bobcats.

Love
A score just in time
for Valentine’s Day.
Love in tennis terms
means zero.
Hopefully, that’s not
what you’re left
with this holiday.
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A beautiful moonlit afternoon

Auditing
Continued from Page 1

the deadline to audit only
allowed students to use the
audit option inappropriately
by using it as a grading option
instead of a registration
option.
“I think it is important that
students should be held
accountable for some of their
choices,” he said.
Morin also said the audit
option should be used as a
registration choice instead of a
grading choice.
Once the proposal is put into
effect, students will have to
petition to audit classes after
the 15th day of instruction.
According to the UM catalog,
petitions must be signed by the
instructor of the class and the
student’s adviser. It costs the
student $10 in processing fees
to petition to audit a class.
“Students need to remember that there is always the
opportunity to petition when
there is a real need to audit a
class,” Hill said.
The Faculty Senate also
passed a resolution to change
what it means to receive a
grade of “no pass” for a class
taken with a pass or no pass
grading option. According to the
resolution, “no pass” is defined
as producing D or F quality
work. However, the definition of
D in the traditional grading
system will still be defined as
“work below average.”
The motion passed unanimously with little discussion
from the senate.
There was also a tie vote on
the issue of removing the suffix “T” from the College of
Technology courses.
“The ‘T’ is problematic for
some of our students when
they try to transfer,” Hill said.
Vice-chairman Bill Knowles
acted as chairman during the
discussion and refused to
break the tie vote, saying the
issue need “further discussion.”
The issue was sent back to
the Academic Standards and
Curriculum Review
Committee.
The Kaimin assumes no responsibility for
advertisements which are placed in the
Classified section. We urge all readers to
use their best judgment and investigate
fully any offers of employment, investment or related topics before paying out
any money.

LOST & FOUND
FOUND. Cell phone in Art Annex. Call to ID. 721-1389

PERSONALS
Take care of you and your partner. Free, anonymous
HIV Counseling & Testing...Call 243-2122
Want to play softball this spring? How about participating in a bench press contest or an easy run/walk?
www.umt.edu/campusrec/intramural.htm
It’s 4 am, you’re sweating and freezing and throwing
up. The Curry Health Center can take care of you
NOW! Use West Entry or call 243-2122
Sick? Curry Health Center has real live doctors, nurse
practitioners and nurses 24/7. Call ahead for an
appointment. 243-2122
Give LOVE to your sweetie, HOPE to fairly paid artisans in developing countries, and CHARITY to the
Peace Center, all by shopping at 519. S. Higgins
Hand blown glass roses, soaps, candles, scents, art,
metalwork, more...valentines for everyone, Art
Missoula, 219 W. Broadway (next to Bagels on
Broadway.) 549.0422. Open now, grand opening
March 7th
MIRRORS, MAPS AND HIGHWAYS: Come join us for a
dynamic, collaborative group experience. We will be
using art, imagery and journaling for creative selfexploration. Led by graduate student therapists. Call
CAPS at 243-4711 for details.

Matt Hayes/Montana Kaimin

Laddie Weider (right) and Krystal Colley take in the spring-like weather above the M on Mt. Sentinel Wednesday afternoon. Weider and Colley made the trip
from Hamilton to Missoula just to hike the M.

Valentine
Continued from Page 1

even get me a card for
Valentine’s Day.”
During this time, she said,
she longed for a simple gift, one
that millions of elated women
received and just as many
relieved men have given: 12 red
roses.
Finally, 14 years into their
union, he came through. No
hinting, no suggesting, no
screaming — 14 years she waited silently, and after 14 years, it
paid off.
“He got me a dozen red roses.
Out of the blue,” she said. “That,
to me, was what I had always
secretly desired.”
Others around campus have a
different idea of romance.
“I’ll probably take her out to
Sizzler, maybe woo her with
some Jerry Springer,” Kurt
Wikel, a second-semester transfer student in geology joked
about his hot February date.
He has been dating his sweetheart for a year-and-a-half now.

Almost all of that time has been
spent in other parts of the country, with her going to school and
him attending the University of
Connecticut.
Wikel said that one year they
didn’t get to see each other for
two of the biggest gift-giving holidays of the year, and found a
different occasion to lay them on
her.
“I gave her the piled-up gifts I
hadn’t given her since Christmas
for spring break,” he said. “It
was a mass gift giving.”
Wikel said that although he
acknowledges the existence of
this holiday, he doesn’t think it
should be the only time two people show each other how they
feel.
“Valentine’s Day is just a day
like any other,” he said. “If you
need a holiday to tell your girlfriend that you love her, then you
need to re-evaluate the situation.”
UM sophomore Meg Powell
has similar feelings. She and her
boyfriend of five months took
vows not to buy each other gifts,
or make a fuss about the holiday.
“I’m not that excited,” she

k iosk
Help the World and Travel too! Participate in the
Alternative Spring Break program. The trips and their
focuses are: Arcata, CA ~ environment; Seattle, WA ~
hunger/homelessness; Oakland, CA ~ Habitat for
Humanity. Site leaders are needed: 2 per trip: applications are due February 7th. Applications are available in the Office for Civic Engagement, Social
Science room 126 and are due for participants on
February 21st. Come in ASAP to reserve your place in
a trip

Online Filing Do Your Taxes Online @ www.absolutetaxes.com for a minimal fee of $9.95 for 1040EZ and
$14.95 for 1040. FREE E-FILE!!

HELP WANTED
WANTED

FOR SALE

BE A BARTENDER Must be 18yrs+ Earn $15-30/hr. 1-2
week program. Job placement. Flexible hours, get
certified. 406-728-TIPS (8477)
Up to $500/wk preparing mailings, P/T. Not sales.
Flexible schedules. (626) 294-3215
FRATERNITIES * SORORITIES * CLUBS * STUDENT
GROUPS Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a
proven CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event.
Our programs make fundraising easy with no risks.
Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so get with the
program! It works. Contact CampusFundraiser at
(888) 923-3238, or visit www.campusfundraiser.com
BARTENDERS NEEDED!! No experience necessary! Earn
up to $300/day. 1-866-291-1884 x1090

SERVICES
SERVICES

PROFESSIONAL PROOFREADING/EDITING. $1.00/page
542-0837
Snuggle Time Child Care has openings! State Pay
Welcome. Ph: 543-2777
Sarah Sandoval reads Tarot, $5, T, W, Th & Sat at Art
Missoula, 219 W. Broadway

SALE - SALE - SALE - SALE at Hide & Sole - Downtown.
10%-50% off...ALL FOOTWEAR and ALL LEATHER
GOODS - EVERYTHING IN THE STORE FOR OUR ANNUAL PRESIDENT’S DAY SALE. Dansko, Naot, Birkenstock,
Haflinger, Belts, Purses, Wallets, Hats, Sheepskin
Slippers and Much More!

COMPUTERS
Have a Mac? Have Problems? Call Peet at 370-4566.
Reduced rates for students and contract work. Also
willing to trade.

FOR RENT
ROCK CREEK CABINS
www.bigsky.net/fishing

$22-$55/night

CARPET CLEANING Average apartment $35-$45. Call
Ken 542-3824 21 years experience.

E-mail CLASSIFIED ADS To: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu

251-6611

said. “Valentine’s Day is a commercialized, Hallmark holiday.”
She and her boyfriend will
spend the evening at the “Vagina
Monologues,” in the UC, where
her friend Jen Richert will perform. Richert, an English major,
will talk about female genital
mutilation at the event.
“One-hundred-and-thirty-million girls and young women have
been subjected to this mutilation,” she said.
Finally, UM’s most starryeyed couple, Dave and Diane
Friend, will postpone their holiday celebration. The UM astronomy professors were recruited to
help friends move into a new
home on the big night. They
plan to make up for it soon, with
dinner at the Red Bird.
Dining out has been a typical
Valentine’s Day activity for the
couple of 28 years.
Friend said he might give his
wife a box of chocolates, or flowers.
“We’re going to have a romantic evening,” he said. “It’s just
going to be postponed.”

Dean
Continued from Page 1

demanding job,” he said. “The
pressure on deans across campus is extreme. I think she
made a decision that was best
for her and her family.”
Lundt said he is worried
that finding a person suitable to
fill Evans’ position will be difficult because of the comparatively low salaries Montana positions pay. When the position
opened up two years ago, he
said, many people laughed, or
even hung up, when told what
their salary would be.
Despite these constraints,
Evans said, the faculty, staff
and students of the school of
education are the best on campus, and that she hopes to
someday be offered the dean
position again — when her kids
are grown up.
“It really breaks my heart to
make this decision,” she said. “I
would accept it in a New York
second.”

K A I M I N C LA S S I F I E D S
The Kaimin runs classifieds four days a week. Prepayment is required. Classifieds may be placed
at Journalism 206 or via FAX: (406)243-5475 or email: kaiminad@selway.umt.edu.
Off Campus
Student/Faculty/Staff
$.90 per 5-word line/day R A T E S $1 per 5-word line/day
LOST AND FOUND: The Kaimin runs classified ads for lost or found items free of charge.
They can be 3 lines long and run for 3 days.

50% LEATHER
LEATHER

Come talk to the rental experts, Professional Property
Management, for a free listing of available properties! professionalproperty.com or 2685 Palmer Street,
Ste. B., Missoula, MT 721-8990

Carlo’s February 50% off sale. All clothes, used and
vintage. ALL shoes, hats, gloves, coats.

MISCELLANEOUS

BEADS 25% OFF

Sweetheart of a deal! 10% off all Massage Gift
Certificates at Shear Perfection!

Bathing Beauties 25% off sale. 517 Higgins 543-0018
All February

Seeking individuals to participate in research on multidisciplinary treatment for chronic pain. We are
offering a twelve-week pain treatment program for
adults (18+) who have been experiencing persistent
pain for at least six months. Participation will include
four weeks of group psychotherapy and twelve weeks
of group physical therapy/exercise. This program is
being conducted by the Departments of Psychology
and Physical Therapy at The University of Montana.
All participation and contact is strictly confidential.
To determine if you are eligible for the project
and/or to obtain more information, call John Klocek,
Ph.D., at 243-5647
Disappointed with our leadership? Become a leader!
Sign up for the Leadership Conference on Feb 22,
2003, 9-4 at the UC info desk.
MOVIE EXTRAS! MODELS NEEDED No experience necessary!! Earn up to $150-450/day! Call now for immediate exposure. 1-800-814-0277 x1090

CARLO’S 50% OFF SALE
Carlo’s One Night Stand 543-6350 204 South Third 50%
off every day in February.

DO YOU WEAR CLOTHES?
50% off ALL clothing at Carlo’s every day in February.

RETRO STUDIO
AUTHENTIC, VINTAGE & RETRO CLOTHING. 50s, 60s,
70s, 80s. Great prices! $1.00 racks! Inside MT Antique
Mall. 331 Railroad. 3 blocks off North Higgins.

WOMAN WANTED
WANTED
WANTED: A good woman who can clean and cook fish,
dig worms, sew and owns a good fishing boat and
motor. Please enclose photo of boat and motor. Email Oz at oz_quixote@hotmail.com

MontPIRG: OPEN BOARD POSITIONS Apply at 360
Corbin Hall

E-mail DISPLAY ADS To: kaiminad@kaimin.org

